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Abstract:Fraudulent behaviors in Google Play,the most popular Android app market,fuel search
rank abuse and malware proliferation. To identify malware, previous work has focused on app
executable and permission analysis.In this paper,we introduce Fair Play,anovel system that discovers
and leverages traces left behind by fraudsters, to detect both malware and apps subjected to search
rank fraud. Fair Play correlate sreview activities and uniquely combines detected review relations
with
linguisticand
behavioral
signals
gleaned
from
GooglePlay
appdata(87Kapps,2.9Mreviews,and2.4Mreviewers, collected over half a year),in order to identify
suspicious apps. Fair Play achieves over 95% accuracy in classifying gold standard datasets of
malware, fraudulent and legitimate apps. We show that 75% of the identified malware apps engagein
searchrankfraud.Fair Play discovers hundreds off raudulent apps that currently
evadeGoogleBouncer’s detection technology. FairPlay also helped the discovery of more than 1,000
reviews,reported for 193 apps that reveala new type of“ coercive” review campaign: users
areharassed into writing positive reviews,and install and review other apps.
Indexterms:Android market, search rank fraud, malwaredetection
I.
INTRODUCTION
Google Play(previouslyAndroid Market) is adigital distribution service operated and developed
By Google .It servesas the official apps to refor the Android operating system,allowing users to
browse and download applications developed with the Android software development kit(SDK) and
published through Google. Google Play also servesasa digital media store,offering
music,magazines,books, movies,and television programs. It previously offered Google hardware
devices for purchase until the introduction of aseparate online hardware retailer,
GoogleStore,onMarch11,2015.Applicationsare availablethroughGooglePlay either free of
chargeorata cost.They can be downloaded directly onan Android device through the Play Store
mobile app or by deploying the application to adevice from the GooglePlaywebsite.Applications
exploiting hardware capabilities of a device can be targeted to users of devices with specific hard
ware components,such as a motion sensor(formotion-dependentgames) or a front-facing
camera(foronlinevideocalling).TheGooglePlay store had over 82billionapp downloads
in2016andhasreachedover3.5millionappspublishedin2017. It has been the subject of multiple issues
concerning security, in which malicious software has been approved and uploaded to the store and
downloaded by users, with varying degrees of severity.
GooglePlay was launched on March6,2012, bringing to get her the Android Market, GoogleMusic,
and the Google eBooks to reunder one brand, marking a shift in Google's digital distribution
strategy. The services operating under the GooglePlay bannerare :GooglePlay Books,GooglePlay
Games, Google Play Movies & TV, GooglePlay Music, Google Play News stand, and Google Play
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Console. Following their re-branding, Google has gradually expanded the geographical support for
each of the services.
II. EXISTINGSYSTEM
1) GooglePlay uses the Bouncer system to remove malware.However,out of the7,756GooglePlay
apps weanalyzed usingVirus Total,12%(948)were flagged by atleast one anti-virustooland2%
(150) were identified asmalwarebyat least10 tools.
2) Sarmaetal.userisksignal sextracted from app permissions,e.g.,rare critical permissions(RCP)
andrare pairs of critical permissions(RPCP),to train SVMandin form users of the risks vs.
benefits trade off sof apps.
3) Pengetal.propose ascore to measure the risk of apps,based on probabilistic generative models
such as NaiveBayes.
4) Yerimaetal.also use features extracted from app permissions,API calls and commands extracted
from the apex ecutables.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
1) We proposeFairPlay, a system that leverages to efficiently detect GooglePlay fraud and malware.
Our major contributions are:
2) To detect fraud and malware,we proposeand generaterelational,behavioral and linguistic features,
that weuse to train supervised learning algorithms
3) We formulate the notion of co-review graphs to model reviewing relations between users.
4) We develop PCF, an efficient algorithm to identify temporally constrained, co-review
pseudo- cliques—formed by reviewers with substantially overlapping co-reviewing activities
across hort time windows.
5) We use temporal dimension so review post times to identify suspicious review spikes received
by apps; we show that to compensate for a negative review,for an app that hasrating R,a fraudster
needs to post atleast positive reviews.We also identify apps with“unbalanced”review,rating and
install counts, as well as apps with permission requestramps.
6) We use linguisticand behavioral informationto(i) detect genuine reviews from which wethen(ii)
extractuser -identified fraud and malware indicators.

Fig1:Fair Playsystem architectur

FairPlay:
FairPlay organizes the analysis of longitudinal app data into the following 4 modules ,illustratedin
Figure1. The Co-ReviewGraph(CoReG) module identifies apps reviewedin acontiguous time
window by groups of users with significantly overlapping review histories.The Review
Feedback(RF) module exploits feedback left by genuine reviewers,while the Inter Review
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Relation(IRR) module leverages relations between reviews,ratings and install counts.The JekyllHyde(JH) module monitors app permissions, with a focus on dangerous ones.

TheCo-ReviewGraph(CoReG) Module:
This module exploits the observation that fraudsters who control many accounts will re-use the
macross
Multiple jobs .Its go alis then to detect sub-sets of an app’sreviewers that have performed significant
common review activities in the past.In the following,we describe the co-review graph concept,
formally present the weighted maxim alclique enumeration problem, then introducean efficien the
uristic that leverage snaturallimitations in the behaviors off raudsters. Co-review graphs.Letthe coreview graph of an app, see Figure8,be a graph where no descorrespondtouseraccounts who reviewed
the app,and undirecteded geshavea weight that indicates then umber of appsreviewedin common by
the edge’send point users.
Pseudo Clique Finder(PCF):
Theproblemoffindingdensestructuresinagivengraphisquitebasicininformaticsincludingdata
mining anddataengineering.Clique isapopularmodeltorepresentdensestructures,andwidely used
becauseofitssimplicityandeaseinhandling.Pseudocliquesarenaturalextensionofcliqueswhich
aresubgraphsobtained
by
removingsmallnumberofedgesfromcliques.Weheredefineapseudo
cliqueby
asubgraphsuchthattheratioofthenumber
ofitsedgescomparedtothatofthecliquewith
thesamenumberofverticesis
noless
thanagiventhresholdvalue.Inthispaper,weaddressthe
problemofenumeratingallpseudocliquesforagivengraphandathresholdvalue.Wefirstshowthat itseems
tobedifficulttoobtainpolynomialtimealgorithms
using
straightforwarddivideandconquer
approaches.Then,weproposeapolynomialtime,polynomialdelay inprecise,algorithmbased on reverse
search.
The time complexity for
each
pseudo clique isO(Δlog |V|+min {Δ2,|V|+|E|}).
Computational experiments showtheefficiency ofouralgorithmforbothrandomly generatedgraphs
and practicalgraph
ReviewerFeedback(RF) Module:
Reviews written by genuine users of malware and fraudulent apps may describe negative
experiences.
The RFmodule exploits this observation through a two step approach:(i)
detect and filter out
fraudulent reviews, then
(ii) identify malware and fraud indicative feedback from there maining reviews.
Reviewer feed back extraction.We conjecture that(i) since no app is perfect,a “balanced”review that
contains both app positive and negative sentiment is more likely to begenuine,and(ii) there should
existarelationbetweenthereview’sdominating sentimentanditsrating.Thus,afterfiltering out fraudulent
reviews, we extract feedback from there maining reviews.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have introduced FairPlay,a system to detect both fraudulent and malware GooglePlay apps.Our
experiments on a newly contributed longitudinal app dataset,have shown that a high percentage of
malware is involved in search rank fraud; both are accurately identified by Fair Play. In addition,
we showed FairPlay’sability to discover hundreds of apps that in GooglePlay’s detection technology,
including a new type of coercive fraud attack.
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